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AQUAWOOD PRIMO A1-A6

The dip impregnation Aquawood Primo is a certified 
and approved wood protection product and offers 
best protection against blue stain and wood-destroy-
ing fungi according to ÖNORM B 3803 or DIN 68800-3. 
The colouring is achieved by high-quality, transparent 
iron oxide pigments, which at the same time contrib-
ute to the UV protection of the overall structure. The 
impregnation reliably equalises irregular absorbency, 
which is particularly important for softwood species. 
The lignin stabilisation permanently protects the 
wood from environmental influences and significantly 
increases the durability of the window.

Special properties
+ Perfect wet adhesion
+ Very good equalisation and UV protection
+ Optimised sagging behaviour
+ Free of propiconazole

Aquawood Primo convinces with chemical wood 
protection, optimal equalisation effect, very good 
UV protection and perfect wet adhesion.

Article number 
W30  5451000030 ff
Weiß  5452050000 ff

Container 4 l | 22 l | 120 l

For more detailed information regarding processing, please refer to the technical data sheets.

AQUAWOOD INTERCARE FLOWQ
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This white primer and intermediate coat ensures very 
good insulation, filling power and block resistance 
for opaque coating structures. In the system with the 
top coat Aquawood Covapro or Aquawood Covatop, 
Intercare FlowQ significantly improves weathering 
resistance thanks to optimum moisture protection. 
The water-based surface system ensures outstanding 
pore wetting and thus provides a perfect result even 
for windows and front doors made of coarse-pored 
woods such as meranti.  

Special properties
+ High block resistance
+ Very good insulation and filling power
+ Little raising of the wood grain
+ Weathering resistance thanks to optimal 
 moisture protection
+ Outstanding pore wetting on meranti

Aquawood Intercare FlowQ impresses in the 
system construction with its very good insulation, 
filling power and pore wetting.

Article number 5521050000 ff
Container 25 kg | 150 kg



POLYCOLOR 2K SQ

Container size 
4 kg | 20 kg
4 kg | 20 kg
4 kg | 20 kg
1 l | 5 l
200 g | 1,1 kg
250 ml
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The water-based, two-component paint system Poly-
color 2K SQ refines PVC windows, doors and garden 
furniture. It is characterised by high hardness and 
scratch resistance, high mechanical and chemical 
resistance as well as very long durability. The unique 
coating structure ensures perfect surface quality. 
Complete design freedom by tinting in all RAL and 
NCS colours and by adding various texture pastes.

Special properties
+ High hardness and scratch resistance
+ Outstanding mechanical and chemical resistance
+ Extremely colour stable
+ Variety of colours and different texture pastes
+ Anti-heat equipment possible

Polycolor 2K SQ refines PVC windows, doors 
and garden furniture.

Product 
Polycolor 2K SQ W10 5082000010 ff
Polycolor 2K SQ W30 5082000030 ff
Polycolor 2K SQ Pearl 5085064354 ff
Polyactive SB  8059000210 ff
Aqua-PUR-Härter  82220 ff
Top-Cleaner  5169614

WINDOOR CARE-SET

System maintenance for windows and doors made 
of wood, ALU and PVC 
With the new WinDoor Care-Set from ADLER you can 
freshen up transparent and opaque surfaces of win-
dows, front doors and garden furniture. Even with 
matt coatings, this maintenance system provides 
perfect results and maintains the original appearance. 
Applied 1-2 times a year, it extends the service life of 
the elements over the long term. The base of cleaning 
and care substances has a water-, oil- and dirt-repel-
lent effect and seals even microfine cracks and pores in 
the surface. In addition, the care product can be easily 
overpainted. 

Special properties
+ All-in-one preservative system
+ Universally applicable for windows, front doors 
 and garden furniture
+ For opaque and transparent surfaces 
+ Gloss retention, also for matt surfaces

Contents  ADLER Top-Cleaner 250 ml
 ADLER Top-Care 250 ml
 2 spray heads
 1 yellow cleaning cloth (Top-Cleaner)
 1 blue maintenance cloth (Top-Care)

Article number  722900030017

For more detailed information regarding processing, please refer to the technical data sheets.



The durable water-based 2-component top coat 
Aquawood Diamond Top creates wooden windows 
for eternity. Thanks to excellent weathering and UV 
resistance, extreme scratch resistance, high block 
resistance and outstanding chemical resistance, 
premium windows are optimally protected. Despite 
high hardness, the coating is extremely tough- 
elastic, which makes it very difficult to damage. 

Special properties
+ Outstanding weathering and UV protection
+ Perfect cream and grease resistance
+ High block resistance, efficient processing
+ Very good pore pattern
+ Very high mechanical load capacity

Aquawood Diamond Top impresses with 
outstanding weathering resistance and scratch 
resistance.

Article number 
Aquawood Diamond Top L W40 5196000040
Aquawood Diamond Top D (RAL and NCS)
W10  5090000010
W30  5090000030

Container 20 kg

AQUAWOOD DIAMOND 
TOP

AQUAWOOD DIAMOND 
SEALER

The 2-component Aquawood Diamond Sealer 
intermediate coat prepares high-quality windows 
optimally for the subsequent top coat finish with 
Aquawood Diamond Top. Product features such as 
economy, very good pore wetting, outstanding wet 
adhesion and an optimal insulating effect char-
acterise the primer. The excellent UV protection 
contributes significantly to the high resistance of 
the overall structure. 

Special properties
+ Excellent protection against yellowing
+ Outstanding wet adhesion
+ Very good pore pattern

Aquawood Diamond Sealer offers excellent 
UV protection and is characterised by very good 
pore pattern, insulation effect and outstanding 
wet adhesion.

Article number
Aquawood Diamond Sealer L 5723000200
Aquawood Diamond Sealer D 5520050000

Container 20 kg



The transparent, silky gloss, water-based finishing 
coat demonstrates high weathering resistance 
thanks to innovative UV protection mechanisms. 
In combination with fast and excellent water 
protection, the service life of wooden windows 
and front doors is significantly extended. Thanks 
to Aquawood Finatop 40, the finished surface 
impresses with maximum transparency and lumi-
nance while at the same time improving hard-
ness and providing optimum protection against 
mechanical damage. This high-quality thick-coat 
glaze finish is formulated without active agents 
and is breathable.

Special properties
+ Perfect weathering and UV protection
+ Early, excellent water protection
+ High block resistance and improved 
 surface hardness
+ Free of active agents and breathable
+ High level of transparency

Aquawood Finatop 40 impresses with outstand-
ing weathering resistance and water protection 
and provides extremely robust and highly trans-
parent surfaces.  

Article number   
W30 5140000030 ff
Container   5 kg | 20 kg

AQUAWOOD FINATOP 40AQUAWOOD COVAPRO 
20 | 40 | 60
The water-based, pigmented finishing coat has 
outstanding weathering resistance and permanent 
elasticity. In addition, Aquawood Covapro impress-
es with high block resistance, very high impact 
strength and fast water protection. Due to its good 
non-sag properties on vertical surfaces with opti-
mal gradient and short drying times, the product 
can be processed particularly efficiently. The fin-
ished surface looks very natural and is also pleasing 
to the touch.   

Special properties
+ Natural surface, appealing feel
+ Available in matt, silky gloss and glossy 
+ Outstanding weathering resistance 
+ Fast and excellent water protection

Aquawood Covapro guarantees perfect surfaces 
for many years thanks to outstanding weathering 
resistance and permanent elasticity.  

ADLER SHADE BASES | MIX COLOUR MIXING SYSTEM
AQW Covapro 20 W10 (matt) 5023000010 ff
AQW Covapro 20 W30 (matt) 5023000030 ff
AQW Covapro 40 W10 (silky gloss) 5029000010 ff
AQW Covapro 40 W30 (silky gloss) 5029000030 ff
AQW Covapro 60 W10 (glossy) 5027000010 ff
AQW Covapro 60 W30 (glossy) 5027000030 ff

Container 5 kg | 10 kg | 20 kg 
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Over 80 years ago, Johann Berghofer laid the foundation stone
for ADLER and work was started to develop its own paints.

Much has changed since that time, but one thing has 
stayed the same: our passion for colour, which drives us day 

after day to work on the perfect surface coating. 

Paint runs through our veins.
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ADLER-Werk Lackfabrik · A-6130 Schwaz/Tirol · Bergwerkstraße 22 · T. +43 5242 6922-0 
info@adler-lacke.com · www.adler-lacke.com · facebook.com/adlerlacke

ADLER Česko s.r.o. · Pražská 675/10 · CZ - 642 00 Brno - Bosonohy · T. +420 731 725 957 
ADLER Italia S.r.l. · Via per Marco 12/D · I-38068 Rovereto · T. +39 0464 425 308
ADLER Benelux BV · De Boelakkers 12 · NL-5591 RA Heeze · T. +31 85 064 2020

ADLER Deutschland GmbH · Kunstmühlstr. 14 · D-83026 Rosenheim · T. +49 8031 304 5174 
ADLER Lack AG · Etzelstraße 5 · CH-8856 Tuggen · T. +41 55 465 2121  
ADLER Polska Sp. z o.o. · ul. Tyniecka 229 · PL-30-376 Kraków · T. +48 12 252 4001 
ADLER Slovensko s.r.o. · Montážna 3 · SK-971 01 Prievidza · T. +421 46 5199 621


